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***************************************************************************** 

* Defense Property Accountability System * 

* * 

* Release 3.0.01 02 JUNE, 2015 * 

* Release Notes * 

***************************************************************************** 

 
Release 3.0.01 for the Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS) was 

released on June 02, 2015. This release corrects program deficiencies 

identified by the user community and through testing by the development teams. 

There is no action required by the user to receive the update. 

 

This release contains the following System Change Request (SCR): 

Warehouse Management Report Manager 

 Report Manager 

o The following reports were added in Report Manager for 

Administration Management: User Tier History, User History, User 

Role History, and Deleted Users History. Reports are only 

available for the Security User role (SCR #00776).  

 

This release contains the following corrections to the following User 

reported issues: 

Property Accountability Module: 

Maintain Users AUD 

 User Add/Update/Delete (AUD) 

o The Account Management Team reported a deficiency that caused 

slow application performance when attempting to create a new DPAS 

account. Triggers were modified which improved application 

performance. (Remedy #116201). 

Asset Receiving 

 Asset Receiving 

o Users reported an error message when attempting to mass upload 

received assets if no attachments were included.  The code was 

modified to allow the uploading of the spreadsheet (Remedy 

#116250, #116341, #116335). 

WAWF Inbound XML Import  

 WAWF Inbound XML Import 

o Error was detected with XML between DPAS and WAWF preventing 

inbound WAWF transactions from being processed. This discrepancy 

was resolved in the DPAS Administrator Console (DAC) jobs in 

preparation for WAWFs release of their new 5.7 schema on 8 June 

2015. 
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Warehouse Management Module: 

MyDPAS 

 Account Information  

o Only roles with Completion Dates assigned were displayed under 

the Training Status tab for the user. The code was modified to 

display all roles requiring completion of training.  

Issue/Return Inquiry 

 Issue/Return Inquiry  

o Users reported receiving “Export Error” when selecting Export 

from the Grid Options for the results of this inquiry. The code 

was modified to allow the export to successfully complete and 

allow the user to either view or download the spreadsheet (Remedy 

#116295). 

Quality Control 

 Quality Control (QC) 

o It was reported that when a QC request was created from the Sets, 

Kits and Outfits (SKO) Assembly program, it could not be 

completed due to an error stating “inventory records are not 

found”.  It was determined that this was due to an incorrect 

check on the Condition Code of the kit components.  This check 

was corrected, thus resolving the issue. 

Individual Return 

 Individual Return 

o Users reported receiving an error message when signing the 

acknowledgement for an Individual Return. It was discovered that 

data required to create a process message was missing, causing 

this error.  The code was modified to allow completion of the 

Individual Return process (Remedy # 116400).  

Receiving 

 Receiving 

o Users reported an error message when updating a receipt of a 

Warehouse Transfer, completing the Verify and Accept processes of 

Warehouse Receiving.   It was determined the Received Quantity 

was not getting populated and carried over properly.  Once this 

was resolved, standard Warehouse Transfers were able to be 

verified normally (Remedy # 116401). 

 


